In this paper, we establish a framework for low probability of detection (LPD) communication from a sequential change-point detection (SCPD) perspective, where a transmitter, Alice, wants to hide her signal transmission to a receiver, Bob, under the surveillance of an adversary, Willie. The new framework facilitates to model LPD communication and further evaluate its performance under the condition that Willie has no prior knowledge on when the transmission from Alice starts and that Willie wants to detect the existence of the communication as quickly as possible in real-time manner. We consider three different sequential tests for Willie, i.e., the Shewhart test, the cumulative sum (CUSUM) test, and the Shiryaev-Roberts (SR) test, to model the detection procedure. Communication is said to be covert if it stops before detection by Willie with high probability. Covert probability defined as the probability that Willie is not alerted during the communication procedure is investigated. We formulate an optimization problem aimed at finding the transmit power and transmission duration such that the total amount of information that can be transmitted is maximized subject to a high covert probability. Under Shewhart test, closed-form approximations of the optimal transmit power and transmission duration are derived, which well approximate the solutions obtained from exhaustive search. As for CUSUM and SR tests, we provide an effective algorithm to search the optimal solution. Numeric results are presented to show the performance of LPD communication.
to the channel, Willie cannot effectively determine whether communication between Alice and Bob exists, and therefore the communication is naturally secure.
A. Related Works
The definition and fundamental information-theoretical performance limits of LPD communication have been firstly proposed in [4] , and investigated by some early works [4] - [7] . In [4] , the sum of false alarm and miss detection probabilities is defined as the error probability of Willie's detector, and LPD communication performance limits subject to an arbitrarily high error probability approaching one have been investigated. The most significant conclusion obtained in these works is that the maximum amount of information in covert communication under an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel obeys the square root law (SRL), which states that, Alice can transmit at most O( √ n) bits covertly and reliably to Bob in n channel usages with the aid of a sufficiently long secret key, otherwise, either the communication can be detected by Willie with an arbitrarily low error probability, or Bob cannot decode the signal with an arbitrarily low probability of error. In addition, the authors established a transmission scheme where the length of the secret key shared between Alice and Bob is O( √ n log 2 (n)) bits. In [5] , it is shown that the SRL holds in binary symmetric channel (BSC) with no common randomness between Alice and Bob. In [6] , the authors extended the SRL to discrete memoryless channels (DMCs), and detailedly characterized the expressions of scaling constants in both the DMC and AWGN channels. In [7] , it is further revealed that the required length of the shared secret key to enable LPD communication is O( √ n) bits for general DMCs, and the conditions when no secret key is needed is also established.
The SRL in LPD communication is discouraging as it implies that the information rate tends to be zero as the number of channel usages increases. Many recent works [8] - [11] try to improve it and have revealed scenarios where the SRL can be broken and a positive covert information rate may exist. For examples, when Willie does not exactly know when Alice starts to transmit (if she does) [8] , [9] , when Willie is uncertain about the noise on its channel [10] , and when a third party broadcasts jamming signals [11] .
Under the above fundamental information-theoretical framework of LPD communication, some practical scenarios have been investigated, e.g., point-to-point communication systems [12] - [15] , relay systems [16] , and random networks [17] , [18] . Specifically, covert transmission rate maximization under a noise uncertainty model was considered in [12] and [13] , where Willie's detector was assumed to be a robust and a Bayesian statistics-based radiometer, respectively. [14] and [15] investigated LPD communication with finite length codewords, and the authors maximized the total number of information bits that can be transmitted under the constraint that the error probability of Willie's detector is higher than a threshold. In [16] , the authors proposed to use multiple relays to forward the private message covertly, and provided algorithms to find the optimal routing scheme that maximizes the covert throughput or minimizes the end-to-end delay. In [17] , [18] , the authors studied the performance of covert communication in the presence of randomly located interferers.
B. Common assumptions in existing works
Though existing works provide us some understanding on achievable performance of LPD communication, they have two major limitations.
1) First, it is implicitly assumed that the transmission from Alice to Bob either exists all the time or does not exist at all during Willie's whole detection procedure. In other words, Willie's detection is modeled as a binary hypothesis test (BHT) problem, i.e.,
• Communication does not exist, i.e., all observations of Willie are pure thermal noise;
• Communication exists, i.e., all observations of Willie are the superposition of Alice's signal and thermal noise.
All the works in [3] - [7] , [11] - [17] discuss covert communication under such a detection framework.
However, in practice, it is likely that the Alice's transmission starts at some middle point during Willie's observation procedure. This is because Alice and Bob determine when their communication starts, which is unknown to Willie. In this case, such a BHT-based model could not describe the behavior of covert communication accurately due to the asynchrony between Alice and Willie.
2) Another issue is that BHT-based detection works in a fixed-size and batch manner in all the existing works, namely, all the observations are collected before doing the decision. But in practice,
Willie should not have to wait to make a decision off-line until all data have been collected. Instead, he should make decision while on-line successive observing. In other words, as a surveillant, Willie should perform the detection in a sequential manner. This is a very nature requirement since in many applications the decision should be made in real-time manner.
We have to note that in [8] - [10] , a slightly different model is investigated. Specifically, Willie's observation was divided into several equal-length time slots, and Alice's transmission exists in one time slot, the index of which is unknown to Willie. This scheme indeed has taken the asynchrony between Alice and Willie into consideration. However, for Willie's detection, they still assumed that all the observations were collected before making the final decision by performing a BHT.
Furthermore, Willie has no ability to estimate which index the communication exists. The considered asynchrony in [8] - [10] does not change Willie's detection manner.
C. Motivations and contributions
Based on the above observations, in this paper, we establish a new framework for LPD communication under the following two basic and important assumptions:
1) Willie has no prior knowledge about when the communication between Alice and Bob starts;
2) Willie performs a sequential detection to discover the communication between Alice and Bob.
To be more specific, we view the received signal sequence of Willie as a discrete time stochastic In view of this procedure, the design of Willie's detector naturally falls into the topic of sequential change-point detection (SCPD) [19] , which is also referred to as quickest detection [20] . At each time instance in SCPD, the detector makes a decision based on all data at hand. If the detection result indicates that no change has occurred, then the detector moves to the next time instant at which a new observation is collected and a new decision is made. The detection procedure does not stop until the detection result indicates that a change occurs at some time instant. We can see that the SCPD is naturally an on-line manner to catch a communication as soon as it happens. A comprehensive comparison between the BHT-based detection in existing works and the sequential detection considered here is presented in Fig. 1 .
Under the SCPD framework, the performance metric is significantly different from BHT-based detection. In BHT-based detection, the performance is fully characterized by false alarm and miss detection probabilities. However, with SCPD, frequency of false alarms (or the average time interval between two consecutive false alarms) and average detection delay, i.e., the average difference between the time instant when the change is declared to be detected and the time instant when the change truly occurs, are the primary metrics. This is because a BHT only makes a single decision, and therefore, we only need to check whether or not the decision is correct. However, with SCPD, decisions are made at each time instant, which results in the following two impacts:
1) even if no change occurs, the detector will always raise a false alarm after a sufficiently long observation due to randomness of the noise. In fact, many practical SCPD algorithms raise false alarms with probability one within finite time [19] , [20] ;
2) if a change occurs at an unknown time instant, to guarantee the reliability of the detection result, there usually exists an inevitable detection delay, i.e., there is a certain delay between when the change happens and when the detection decision is made.
Intuitively, if the change is significant, it is reasonable to expect a small detection delay. However, if the change is very small, it will take a long time to successfully detect it. In reality, we often desire a low false alarm frequency and a short detection delay which, however, can not be attained at the same time. Therefore, practical SCPD usually achieves a trade-off between the two performance metrics. Typical SCPD algorithms, such as the Shewhart test, the cumulative sum (CUSUM) test, and the Shiryaev-Roberts (SR) test, are designed to minimize the detection delay subject to a sufficiently long interval between two consecutive false alarms [19] , [20] .
Based on this critical feature, when Willie performs a sequential test, it is possible for Alice (a) BHT-based detection in [3] - [6] and [10] - [16] (b) BHT-based detection in [7] - [9] (c) SCPD in this paper Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) , Willie first collects all the observations during the observation time window, based on which a final decision is made by performing a BHT. In SCPD illustrated in Fig. 1(c) , at each time Willie obtains a new observation, he makes a decision based on all the observations obtained so far.
D. Organization and notations
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the system model in detail, including Willie's SCPD procedure; Section III presents covert probabilities and their analysis; Section IV presents the method to solve the covert throughput maximization problem. Section V numerically evaluates LPD communication performance; and finally, Section V concludes the paper.
Notation: P(·) and E(·) denote probability and mathematical expectation, respectively. CN (µ, σ 2 )
represents the complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 . E(λ) denotes the exponential distribution with parameter λ. a ∧ b denotes min{a, b}, and a ∨ b denotes max{a, b}. The supremum and infimum are denoted by sup and inf, respectively. I{·} is the indicator function.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider LPD communication from Alice to Bob, i.e., Alice transmits a message to Bob while keeping Willie unaware of the transmission. Let ν (ν = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) denote the time instant after which Alice starts to transmit. Then, the received signal of Willie at time t is
where z t ∼ CN (0, σ 2 W ) is additive white Gaussian noise and without loss of generality, we assume that σ 2 W = 1, s t ∼ CN (0, 1) for t > ν is an information-carrying symbol transmitted by Alice, and q is the transmit power of Alice. Here, if ν = ∞, it means that Alice does not transmit anything and there is no transmission. In the case ν = 0, transmission takes place at the same time that Willie starts his detection procedure. According to (1), {y t : t ≤ ν} are i.i.d. random variables with probability density function (PDF) denoted by f ∞ (x) = (1/(πσ . In this paper, we assume that ν is known by Alice and Bob, but not Willie.
The proposed signal model in (1) is a generalization of models proposed in [4] - [7] , [11] - [17] .
Specifically, in these works, if communication between Alice and Bob exists, {y 1 , y 2 , · · · } are i.i.d. random variables with PDF f 0 (x), which can be viewed as a special case of (1) with ν = 0. Note that in our model (1), ν is a non-negative integer. In our case, Willie's detection procedure cannot be modeled as a BHT problem as in existing works [4] - [17] . This is because ν being unknown precludes Willie from pre-determining how many samples are needed to perform BHT. In practice, Willie will want to discover the transmission from Alice as soon as possible once it starts. This requires a real-time detection procedure for Willie where he continuously checks if Alice is transmitting. Based on this consideration, in this paper, Willie adopts an on-line detection procedure that starts at time t = 1 without loss of generality. Denote by Z t Willie's test statistic at time t, which depends on the received signals up to time t. Based on Z t , Willie determines whether Alice is transmitting. We next introduce Willie's detection procedure.
A. Adversary model
As formulated in (1), before transmission starts, the received signal sequence at Willie {y t : 1 ≤ t ≤ ν} only contains additive white Gaussian noise, while after an unknown time instant ν, the received signal sequence at Willie {y t : t > ν} involves both noise and signal from Alice. In other words, if there exists a time t = ν after which Alice starts transmission, there is a change in the statistics of the process {y t : t ≥ 1}. Detecting the existence of such a change as soon as possible naturally falls into the area of SCPD. In this paper, we assume Willie has no prior knowledge of ν, and therefore, we consider non-Bayesian SCPD at Willie [20] . 1 At time t, Willie determines whether or not a change has occurred based on the test statistic Z t , which is a function of the observations obtained up to time t, i.e., {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y t }. If Willie decides there is no change, he continues to listen to obtain the next observation at time t + 1, at which a new decision is made. This procedure continues until Willie detects a change. Theoretically, Willie's SCPD procedure can be described as a stopping time T based on the sequential observations {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , } at which a decision on the occurrence of a change is made, and the stopping time T can be written in the form of
i.e., T is the first time when the test statistic Z t exceeds a pre-designed threshold η. According to (2) , an SCPD procedure is a sequential test that compares Z t with η until Z t exceeds η. SCPD produces one of two results: 1) T > ν, which means that the change-point is successfully detected and T d T − ν is the detection delay, and 2) T ≤ ν, which means that a false alarm occurs.
Generally, SCPD exhibits small detection delays while avoiding frequent false alarms. The false alarm frequency is usually characterized by the average run length to false alarm (ARL2FA) defined as t a (T ) E (T |ν = ∞). The design of the stopping time T (including the construction of Z t and the value of η) is chosen according to a constraint on ARL2FA, i.e.,
where M(T ) indicates the detection performance achieved by stopping time T , and γ is a predesigned value which constitutes a lower bound on ARL2FA.
In general, different instances of M(·) in (3) requires different test statistics Z t and detection thresholds η in (2) . In the following, we introduce three widely discussed non-Bayesian SCPD procedures: 1) the Shewhart test, 2) the CUSUM test, and 3) the SR test. For clarity, in the following, we use {η s , T s , S t }, {η c , T c , C t }, and {η r , T r , R t } to denote detection thresholds, stopping times, and test statistics in Shewhart, CUSUM, and SR tests, respectively. For notational simplicity in the following, we use E k (·) and P k (·) to denote E k (·|ν = k) and P k (·|ν = k), respectively, and specifically E ∞ (·) and P ∞ (·) to denote E (·|ν = ∞) and P (·|ν = ∞), respectively.
1) Shewhart test:
The Shewhart test is obtained by solving the following problem
where
Here, (4) can be interpreted as maximizing the probability that the change-point is immediately recognized under the ARL2FA constraint, when the change-point ν is not known. The solution to (4) is given by, see e.g., [21] ,
is the likelihood ratio with f ∞ (x) and f 0 (x) being the pre-change and postchange PDFs of the observations, respectively, and η s satisfies
. In our case,
. Obviously, the test statistic in Shewhart test only depends on the observation obtained at each time and is independent of observations in the past.
2) CUSUM test:
The CUSUM test was first proposed in [22] . It was shown in [23] , [24] that if the detection threshold η c is chosen such that t a (T c ) = γ, then the CUSUM test is the optimal solution to the "worst-worst" case average detection delay minimization problem, i.e.,
+ |y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y ν with esssup denoting the essential supremum. In the CUSUM test, at time t, the test statistic is
where it is understood that t j=t+1 (·) = 0. It is easily verified that C t can be written in a recursive form C t = max{0, C t−1 + ln Λ(y t )} with C 0 = 0.
3) SR test:
In the SR test, as long as the detection threshold η r is selected such that t a (T r ) = γ, then it is optimal to minimize the relative integral average detection delay, see [25] ,
Here,
. At time t, the test statistic is
Similar to the CUSUM test statistic, R t can also be written in a recursive form, i.e., R t = (1 + R t−1 )Λ(y t ), with R 0 = 0. Note that it has been pointed out in [25] that the SR test is also optimal in the sense that it minimizes the average detection delay under the condition that ν is sufficiently large and the detection procedure is cyclic and preceded by a stationary flow of false alarms.
In this paper, we study each one of the above three tests to detect LPD communication between
Alice and Bob. We note that, in practice, to enable the CUSUM or SR test, Willie needs to know the transmit power of Alice, i.e., q. Otherwise, he can not calculate the test statistics C t and R t according to (7) and (9) . For Shewhart test, it can be verified that the detection procedure is equivalent to sequentially compare the received signal power to a pre-designed threshold, and therefore, the Shewhart test does not require to know the value of q.
B. Problem statement of LPD communication
We consider a scenario where Alice starts to transmit to Bob at time t = ν + 1. On one hand, practical SCPD usually stop within finite time with probability one, i.e., P{T < ∞} = 1 [19] , [20] .
Consequently, as long as Alice transmits for a sufficiently long time with a strictly positive power, Alice's transmission is always detected by Willie at some time after ν. On the other hand, there exists an inevitable detection delay in practical SCPD, i.e., there is a gap between the time when
Willie successfully detects the transmission and the time when it starts. Therefore, an effective covert transmission scheme has Alice only transmitting for L time instants. Specifically, the goal of Alice is to transmit as much information as possible to Bob during L channel usages such that her probability of being detected falls below a threshold. As Willie's detector exhibits an inevitable detection delay, if L is significantly smaller then the detection delay, Willie is unlikely to be aware of Alice's transmission. Taking advantage of knowledge of Willie's detector to enable LPD communication is the focus this paper, as depicted in Fig. 1(c) . The problem here is that how many data Alice can transmit without being detected, which is the major concerns of this paper.
We note that according to (2) , it is possible that T ≤ ν, i.e., ∃Z t ≥ η with t ≤ ν, which means that a false alarm occurs before the communication between Alice and Bob begins. How Willie deals with such false alarms (perhaps re-initialize the detector and restart the detection procedure or do anything else) is out the scope of this paper. In this paper, we consider the case where T > ν, i.e., there is no false alarm before the transmission from Alice to Bob starts. Under this condition, the probability that Willie is not alerted during the transmission, referred to as the covert probability, can be written as
Note that for a given (q, L) pair, different SCPD algorithms generate different covert probabilities,
, and Q SR L (q) to denote the covert probabilities in the Shewhart, the CUSUM, and the SR tests, respectively.
In this paper, we use the following utility function to characterize LPD communication performance,
where σ 2 B is the noise power at Bob. As we assume a finite length of transmission time, the utility function in (11) serves as an upper bound on the total amount of information that can be conveyed from Alice to Bob covertly. Based on the above considerations, Alice's problem is,
where θ (0 < θ < 1) is a pre-designed threshold and constraint Q L (q) ≥ θ means that the probability that Willie is not alerted during the first L channel usages is lower bounded by θ. 
III. COVERT PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we assume that Willie adopts one of the aforementioned tests to discover LPD communication. We investigate the probability that Willie fails to detect the transmission from Alice to Bob during the first L channel usages.
A. Shewhart test
With the Shewhart test, the following theorem characterizes the probability that Willie does not successfully detect the on-going transmission during the first L channel usages.
Proof: According to (10), Q SH L can be written as
where η Note that the optimal Shewhart test to (4) requires that
where (a) follows from the fact |y 1 | 2 ∼ E (1) under the condition ν = ∞. Therefore, by inserting
B. CUSUM test
In this subsection, we derive the covert probability under the condition that Willie performs the CUSUM test. According to (7) , the CUSUM test statistic can be written as C t = max{0, C t−1 + q 1+q |y t | 2 − ln (1 + q)} with C 0 = 0. To derive the covert probability, for notational simplicity, we scale the CUSUM test statistic, C t , asĈ t 1+C t for t ≥ 1, which leads tô
The following lemma presents the conditional CDF ofĈ t+1 , which will be useful in deriving
Proof: By assumption X t ∼ E(1) when t ≤ ν and X t ∼ E(1 + q) when t > ν.
Obviously, by letting n = L in (19), Q CU L (x; q) can be viewed as the conditional covert probability conditioned onĈ ν = x. By the law of total probability, we have Q
, in the following, we first derive Q CU n (x; q) and then investigate the distribution ofĈ ν .
Before presenting an expression for Q CU n (x; q), we introduce some constants that do not depend on x, which are useful in deriving Q CU n (x; q). We denote M as the smallest integer that satisfieŝ
Note that V n+1 only depends on V n , and can be recursively calculated from V 1 .
Based on V n (n ≥ 1) defined above, an exact theoretical expression of Q CU n (x; q) is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2:
For n ≥ 1 and x ∈ [0,η c ), we have
where i(x) is the unique integer that satisfies (i(x) − 1)ω ≤ x < i(x)ω.
Proof: Q CU 1 (x; q) is obtained by using Lemma 1. The derivation of Q CU n (x; q) with n ≥ 2 is found in Appendix A.
Theorem 2 provides us a way to evaluate the conditional covert probability, i.e., Q CU L (x; q). Now, we derive the probability distribution ofĈ ν . We denote the conditional CDF ofĈ ν as
To obtain G CU ν (x; q), for n (1 ≤ n ≤ ν), we define
It is easy to see that G CU n (x; q) =G CU n (x; q)/G CU n (η c ; q) for 0 ≤ x <η c . Before presenting expressions forG CU n (x; q) and G CU n (x; q), we specify several constants useful in our derivations. We define A 1 {Ã 1,1,1 ,Ã 1,1,2 }, whereÃ 1,1,1 = 1 andÃ 1,1,2 = e −ω . For n ≥ 1, we
for any integer a, b, and l, and {Υ n,k :
is given by
Note that A n+1 only depends on A n and can be recursively calculated from A 1 .
Based on A n (n ≥ 1) defined above, we presentG CU n (x; q) and G CU n (x; q) in the following theorem. Theorem 3: For n ≥ 1 and
whereî(x) is the unique integer that satisfiesη c −î(x)ω ≤ x <η c − (î(x) − 1)ω. Based onG
Proof: The proof is found in Appendix B.
With Q CU L (x; q) and G CU ν (x; q) derived in Theorems 2 and 3, respectively, Q
. We note that, in general, Q CU L (q) depends on the value of ν.
C. SR test
According to (9) , the SR test statistic at time t, i.e., R t , is
Therefore, R t ≥ 1+R t−1 1+q
Regarding the detection threshold η r , for ease of discussion, we only consider the case η r ≥ 1 q . This is because when η r < , which has also been pointed out in [30] . Nevertheless, the method used in this part to evaluate Q SR L (q) can also be extended to the case with η r < 1 q . Based on (26), the sequence {R t : t ≥ 1} forms a Markov chain and the following lemma presents the conditional CDF of R t when R t−1 is given.
Lemma 2: Given R t = u, the conditional CDF of R t+1 , denoted by P SR t+1|t (x|u), is given by
Proof: Due to the fact that |y t+1 | 2 ≥ 0, it is straight that R t+1 ≥ 1+u 1+q
. We further have
When t ≥ ν, |y t+1 | 2 ∼ E (1 + q) and P |y t+1
, and when t < ν, |y t+1 | 2 ∼ E (1) and P |y t+1 | 2 ≤ x = 1 − e −x , which leads to (27) .
Next, we present a method to calculate Q SR L (q). For n ≥ 1, we define
By letting n = L in (29), we obtain the conditional covert probability Q
, and then focus on the probability distribution of R ν .
For n = 1, we have Q SR 1 (x; q) = P {R ν+1 ≤ η r |R ν = x} = 1− 1+x 1+q
r , which follows directly from Lemma 2. When n ≥ 2, Q SR n (x; q) satisfies Q SR n (x; q) = P {R ν+1 < η r , R ν+2 < η r , · · · , R ν+n < η r |R ν = x, T r > ν}
where P SR 0 (y|x) is defined in Lemma 2. In fact, (30) provides a recursive integral formula for Q SR n (x; q). Unfortunately, we are unable to obtain explicit expressions for Q SR n (x; q) for n ≥ 2 due to the complicated form of (30) . Nevertheless, we can obtain Q SR n (x; q) numerically by using trapezoidal quadrature rule, see e.g. [26] - [28] . To make the paper self-contained, we introduce a method to numerically calculate Q SR n (x; q) in appendix C. Next, we discuss how to compute the probability distribution of R ν . Under the condition that
For 1 ≤ n ≤ ν, G SR n (x; q) obeys the following recursive formula,
≤ x < η r . We are unable to obtain a closed-form expression for G SR n (x; q) for n ≥ 2. Nevertheless, we can numerically calculate G 
D. Detection threshold in the CUSUM and SR tests
Note that detection thresholds η c and η r in the CUSUM and SR tests should satisfy the ARL2FA constraint, i.e., t a = γ. In this subsection, we present the method to determine the ARL2FA for a given detection threshold, based on which we can find the optimal detection threshold.
is the average run length of the CUSUM (SR) test under the condition thatĈ 0 (R 0 ) is initialized bŷ
Therefore, if φ CU (x) (φ SR (x)) is derived, we can obtain the ARL2FA of the CUSUM (SR) test for a given threshold. The expressions for φ CU (x) and φ SR (x) are presented in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3 (Eqn. (2.5) in [29] ): Denote M ηc ω
. For nω ≤ x < (n+1)ω∧η c with 0 ≤ n ≤ M −1,
where for n ≥ 1, c n = c n−1 + e −nω −1 + (−1) Proof: Please refer to [29] .
Lemma 4 (Theorem 1 in [30]):
.
Proof: Please refer to [30] .
Based on Lemma 3, the optimal detection threshold in the CUSUM test, i.e.,η c , can be numerically obtained, e.g., by using the bisection method. As for the SR test, according to Lemma 4, the optimal detection threshold is given by η r = γ 1+q . In summary, in this section, we derived the mathematical expressions for the covert probabilities in the Shewhart, CUSUM, and SR tests, respectively. The methods to obtain the optimal thresholds in the CUSUM and SR tests were also introduced. Using these results, in the next section, we consider to select transmit power and transmission duration in order to maximize the throughput while maintaining a desired covert probability.
IV. LPD COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first discuss the condition under which LPD communication is feasible. Here, LPD communication is said to be feasible if the covert constraint can be satisfied by some (q, L) pair with q > 0 and L ≥ 1. Then, we present our method to optimize LPD communication performance under the covert probability constraint. 20 
A. Feasibile LPD communication
For convenience, we refer to the whole communication system as a (q, L)-system if Alice's transmit power and transmission duration are q (q > 0) and L (L ≥ 1), respectively. For a given lower bound on the covert probability in (12), i.e., θ, a (q, L)-system is said to be θ-covert if the (q, L) pair meets the covert constraint, i.e., Q L (q) ≥ θ. The following theorem presents a necessary condition for a (q, L)-system being θ-covert.
under Shewhart test,
Proof: 
any (q, L)-system cannot be θ-covert.
scaled detection threshold defined in (17) . For a given ARL2FA of Willie's detector, γ, as q → 0 + , ω → 1 andη c is bounded above (otherwise the ARL2FA becomes infinite). As a result, U c (q) is lower bounded away from 0 as q → 0 + , i.e., lim q→0 + U c (q) > ε lim q→0 + e − ω+ηc 1+q > 0. Therefore, if 1 − θ < ε, any (q, L)-system cannot be θ-covert even if Alice's transmit power approaches zero.
Corollary 3:
Under the SR test, if ν < γ − 2 − µ for some positive real number µ, then for any pre-given θ (0 < θ < 1), there exists a θ-covert (q, L)-system.
Proof: According to (26) ,
µ. In order for the ARL2FA to be γ, the detection threshold η r must satisfy η r > γ − 1 as q → 0. Denote
We will verify this observation via numeric evaluation in Section V.
B. The Shewhart test
According to (16) , we rewrite the maximization problem in (12) as follows,
Proposition 1: Denote (q * , L * ) as the optimal solution to (35). The covert probability constraint in (35) is active at the optimum, i.e., L * ln 1 − γ
Proof: This follows from the fact that the objective function in (35) is monotonically increasing in both q and L, and Q SH L (q) is monotonically decreasing in both q and L. Based on Proposition 1, for a fixed L, the optimal transmit power is
Therefore, the maximization problem in (35) becomes
Since q ≥ 0, it follows from (36) that L ≤ L max ln(θ)/ ln (1 − γ −1 ). Consequently, the solution to (37), L * , lies in {1, 2, · · · , ⌊L max ⌋} and can be obtained by an exhaustive search, where ⌊x⌋ is the floor function. Note that L max increases with γ, which means the search range for solving (37) increases with γ. In the following, we propose a closed-form approximate solution for (35).
According to (36), for any fixed q, the optimal transmission duration is L
Neglecting the floor function in (38), we obtainǏ(q)
. Note that γ is usually chosen to be large enough to avoid frequent false alarms, and in covert transmission, transmit power is generally small, therefore,Ǐ(q) ≈Î(q) −
By checking the first order derivative, we find thatÎ(x) first reaches a local maximum when
, then decreases with respect to x until it reaches a local minimum
. In the region of x > u 2 ,Î(x) monotonically increases and
we propose to useq * = u 1 as a rough approximation for the optimal transmit power. In this way, the optimal L to the problem in (35) can be approximated byL * = L (q * ). WithL * at hand, we can obtain a refined approximation of the optimal transmit power given byq
simply follows from (36). The accuracy of the approximate solution will be shown in the numerical results in Section V.
C. The CUSUM and SR tests
In this subsection, we present our method to evaluate LPD communication performance under the condition that Willie performs the CUSUM or SR test. Due to the complicated mathematical formulas for the covert probabilities in CUSUM and SR tests, it is hard to obtain analytical solution to problem (12) . Therefore, in the following, we solve (12) numerically.
In fact, the major difficulty in solving (12) lies in how to deal with the covert probability constraint,
where we denote X ∈ {CU, SR} for notational simplicity. Since we only have two optimization variables, i.e., q and L, we can first fix one of them and optimize the other. In this way, (12) degrades to an optimization problem with a single optimization variable, which can be solved
Besides, when q is fixed, the calculation of Q X l (q) with l > 1 can be based on intermediate results obtained during the calculation of Q X l−1 (q), i.e., Q X l−1 (x; q), as indicated by Theorem 2 and (30) . This means that it is computationally much easier to find the optimal L for fixed q than to find the 
12: l = l + 1;
13:
Until Q X l (q) < θ; 14: q = q + ∆q; 15: Until q > q max ; optimal q for fixed L. Therefore, we propose to optimize L first with q fixed as a constant, and then optimize q by an exhaustive one-dimensional search. We summarize our method to solve (12) under the condition that Willie performs the CUSUM or the SR tests in Algorithm 1, wherein (q min , q max )
is the search range with respect to q and ∆q is the step size.
V. NUMERIC RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Numeric results
In this part, we numerically evaluate the performance of the LPD communication. Unless specified, in the simulation, we set the ARL2FA of Willie's detector γ = 500, the lower bound on the covert probability θ = 0.95, and σ 2 B /σ 2 W = 1. In Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) , we plot the covert probabilities versus the transmission duration and the transmit power, respectively, under the Shewhart, CUSUM, and SR tests. Fig. 2 reveals that increasing either transmit power or transmission time decreases the covert probability. Therefore, to transmit as much information content as possible subject to a sufficiently high covert probability, it is necessary to carefully select the transmit power and transmission duration. In Fig. 2 , we also show that covert probabilities under CUSUM and SR tests are affected by ν, i.e., the time when LPD communication begins, and a larger value of ν results in a smaller covert probability. This is because the two tests are based on all past received signals, and the detector accumulates more noise samples before Alice starts to transmit to Bob as ν increases. Unlike the CUSUM and SR tests, the covert probability in the Shewhart test does not depend on ν due to the fact that at each time instant, the statistic of the Shewhart test only depends on the signal received at that moment.
We plot the optimal transmission duration for fixed q, denoted by L * (q), versus q under the Shewhart, CUSUM, and SR tests in Fig. 3(a) , 3(b) , and 3(c), respectively. From Fig. 3 , we can see that L * (q) is non-increasing and eventually converges to 0. Based on L * (q), I(q, L * (q)) is illustrated as a function of q in Fig. 3 . In our system settings, under the condition that Willie performs the Shewhart or CUSUM test, the envelope of I(q, L * (q)) increases first and then decreases, see Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. This increase-first-and-then-decrease property indicates that we need to search for the optimal transmit power that maximizes I(q, L * (q)). The curve of I(q, L * (q)) under the SR test appears to be slightly different. As shown in Fig. 3(c) , the envelope of I(q, L * (q)) has two local maximal points. Among them, one suffers a low transmit power level but has a long period of time that can be utilized for covert transmission. The other one has a sightly higher transmit power level and thus the feasible transmission duration is shorter.
In Fig. 4 (a), 4(b), and 4(c), we illustrate I(q * , L * ) versus the ratio of Bob's and Willie's noise powers under the Shewhart, CUSUM, and SR tests, respectively. In Fig. 4(a) , the approximation derived in Section IV-B is compared to results obtained from an exhaustive one-dimensional search.
From Fig. 4(a) , we conclude that the approximation approaches to the optimal performance. The curves in Fig. 4 decreases. Besides, when ν increases, the conditional distribution of Willie's test statistic at time ν,
i.e., G X ν (x; q) for X ∈ {SR, CU}, converges to a quasi-stationary distribution, see [19] . Once G X ν (x; q) converges, the covert probability does not change with ν anymore, and neither does I(q * , L * ). It is In Fig. 6 , we illustrate I(q * , L * ) versus the covert probability constraint θ. In fact, the curves in Fig. 6 can be viewed as a trade-off between the throughput and risk of being detected, and with the increase of θ, I(q * , L * ) finally decreases to 0. Fig. 6 also reveals the distinct communication performance that can be achieved under the three sequential tests. We observe from Fig. 6 , if we desire a low risk of being detected, i.e., θ is close to 1, then the Shewhart test restricts Alice to the lowest throughput while the SR test allows the largest value of I(q * , L * ). However, conclusions differs when the covert probability constraint is loose. As shown in Fig. 6 , when θ is around 0.92,
is smaller under CUSUM and SR tests than under Shewhart test. monotonically increases with γ. Recall that γ is the ARL2FA of Willie's detector. As we have mentioned in Section II, the value of γ depends on the ability of Willie to tolerate the false alarms.
If Willie can tolerate false alarms, then he can set the value of γ to be small. On the other hand,
if Willie desires few false alarms, he must set the value of γ to be large, which inevitably results in large detection delays. Intuitively, an increase of detection delay allows Alice to transmit for a longer period of time, and therefore transmit more information bits covertly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we have establish a new framework for LPD communication from an SCPD perspective. The new framework differs from existing works in the following three aspects: 1) detection model: in earlier works, the detection procedure of Willie is modeled as a BHT or GLRT, while in this paper, we model it as an SCPD based on the fact that Willie usually does not know when Alice starts her transmission;
2) the goal of Willie: in earlier works, the goal of Willie is to determine whether or not the communication exists, while in this paper, we consider that the goal of Willie is to discover Alice's transmission as soon as possible once it starts;
3) definition of covertness: in earlier works, covertness is achieved by letting the error probability of Willie's detector approach one, which cannot be directly extended to our case. As an alternative, we restrict a high probability that Willie is not alerted during the transmission process.
In this paper, three different SCPD tests, i.e., the Shewhart, the CUSUM, and the SR tests, have been considered to model Willie's detection procedure. For each of them, we have analyzed the covert probability, based on which we have further maximized the throughput subject to a sufficiently high covert probability by optimizing the transmit power and transmission duration. Numerical results have been presented to show LPD communication performance, which reveal that: 1) it is viable to achieve LPD communication by utilizing the detection delay of Willie, and we can carefully select the transmit power and the transmission duration to achieve the optimal performance; 2) the ratio of The new LPD communication framework established in this paper opens up several future research directions. For example, it is interesting to study the performance improvement of LPD communication when Willie's SCPD suffers from the imperfect estimation on the noise power, e.g., by using the noise uncertainty model in [12] , [13] . Besides, it is worth investigating LPD communication performance when nodes have multiple antennas and the effects of channel fading are accounted for. In particular, techniques such as beamforming and opportunistic transmission can be utilized in this case.
Another possible research issue is to investigate how to fully deteriorate the detection performance of Willie's SCPD. Intuitively, we may elaborate the transmit power or design a transmission scheme to constrain that the difference between ARL2FA and ADD of Willie's detector is small. In this way, the Willie's detector becomes ineffective if Willie wants to detect the wireless communication as soon as possible.
APPENDIX
A. The derivation of Theorem 2
According to (19) , for 0 ≤ x <η c , Q CU n (x) satisfies the following recursive formula, Q CU n+1 (x; q) = P Ĉ ν+1 <η c ,Ĉ ν+1 <η c , · · · ,Ĉ ν+n+1 <η c |Ĉ ν = x, T c > ν 
where step (a) follows the law of total probability, step (b) follows the Markov property of the sequence {Ĉ t : t ≥ 1}, step (c) is obtained by the definition of Q CU n (x; q) in (19), step (d) is because there exists a probability mass atĈ ν+1 = 0 if 0 ≤ x < ω, and step (e) is obtained by using (18) . Note that Q CU 1 (x; q) can be obtained by using Lemma 1. Based on Q CU 1 (x; q), Q CU 2 (x; q) can be obtained by inserting Q CU 1 (x; q) into (39). Similarly, for n > 2, Q CU n (x; q) can be obtained by inserting Q CU n−1 (x; q) into (39). Using mathematical induction we obtain the result.
B. The derivation of Theorem 3
ForG CU n (x; q) and G 
where step (a) follows the law of total probability, step (b) is because of the probability mass at C n−1 = 0, step (c) is due to Lemma 1, and step (d) is obtained by using the integral by parts. We can obtainG 
